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NEXT GENERATION COMPONENT TESTING & AUTHENTICATION

Independent. Top Tier Quality. Unsurpassed Service.

©

Global ETS (GETS) offers unparalleled quality with next
generation, proprietary technologies, software, hardware and
analytical testing methodologies that allow for streamlined
services, resulting in flexibility that enables more affordable
pricing structures in a quarter of the time.
GETS offers many of the most
comprehensive, next generation of
independent component authentication
and unparalleled quality testing services
available in the industry today. This is
the type of independent, unbiased toptier quality component authentication
testing lab the industry has been waiting for. While offering new, proprietary
technologies, software, hardware and analytical testing methodologies, GETS
is able to streamline testing services, resulting in flexibility that enables more
affordable price structures in a quarter of the time for their client base, as opposed
to GETS’ competitors that still offer dated, more time consuming testing methods
that are much more costly.
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GETS STANDS ABOVE
OUR COMPETITION
Counterfeit electronics is both an extremely serious and common issue in the
global systems supply chain, which increases the risk of critical system errors and
failure that can be life-threatening. Systems affected range from modern mobile
devices (cell phones, tablets, etc.), computers and laptops, medical diagnostic and
treatment systems, air traffic control, GPS systems, and the list goes on. Critical
systems have long life cycles and often use obsolete ‘legacy’ devices, making them
a target for counterfeit parts due to economic reasons. For example, reproducing
legacy parts is both expensive and time consuming due to advances in the
manufacturing chain that made these parts obsolete in the first place. In addition,
using obsolete parts often leads to quality conformance issues, even if the part is
legitimate since some of the electronics might have been sitting on the shelf for
over 20 years.
For this reason, Global ETS introduced a rapid automatic method to determine
electronic component authenticity via electronic signal signature measurements
- Advanced Pin Correlation and integrated circuit ID code generated systems (a
patent pending system that will allow a rapid ‘signature-based’ identification
of a part to determine its authenticity within seconds). Although it’s still not
considered a functional test, qualified personnel can perform quick screen testing,
which ultimately results in time and money savings in the setup and development
of microelectronics testing.
This system works by measuring the physical characteristics of IC Pin and
converting it to unique chips ID code based on characteristics database.
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GETS STANDS ABOVE
OUR COMPETITION
(cont’d)

Physical characteristics include:
1)

Input leakage current from VCC to Pin, Pin to GND

2)

ICC/IDD supply current

3)

Pin to Pin Network impedance and protected diode current
FF
Open /
Short

00
Leakage
IIH

AA
Leakage
IIL

Example of ID Code configuration:
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XXXX
Network
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WHO WE SERVE
Global ETS, LLC is a AS9100, ISO 17025 certified and
DLA approved test laboratory specializing in component
authentication, testing services and value added services.
GETS is headquartered in Florida USA in a 10K square foot test facility
with state of the art equipment, serving top tier customers in all industries
including Military, Aerospace, Automotive, Aviation, Component Franchise and
Independent Distributors around the globe. Our team of experts is made up of
top professionals whose experience in the electronic industry is unsurpassed
with decades of experience in the testing business. We are strategically located
throughout the world with locations in the USA, Penang Malaysia and Shenzhen
China. With these strategic locations, our customers can simply drop ship all
products to our facilities and our dedicated teams will ensure your products are
up to standard or purchase agreement prior to shipping. Many of our customers
use Global ETS, LLC as an extension of their quality department. As an unbiased
independent test lab we are here to protect our customer’s best interest and save
costs. We will eliminate your risk and help your company grow by providing a
complete solution from our detailed accuracy authentication process, electrical
testing, packaging, bonded warehousing, value added services and global logistics.
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COMPONENT AUTHENTICATION
TESTING SERVICES

A growing number of fraudulent/counterfeit electronic parts are entering
the supply chain, especially when purchasing parts from other sources than
Original Component Manufacturers (OCMs), or their authorized agents. These
fraudulent/counterfeit electronic parts are entering the aerospace supply
chain, posing significant performance, reliability, and safety risks. Global ETS
offers full component authentication testing per QTSL (DLA), IDEA-STD-101,
AS5553, AS6081, AS6496 and the latest AS6171.
Test / Inspection Includes:
• High Resolution, External Visual
• Remarking and Resurfacing
• Part Dimensions
• Radiological X-ray
• XRF, Lead Finish
• Decapsulation
• Electrical Tests
• Burn-In
• EDS / EDX
• Thermal Shock
• Temperature Cycling
• Hermeticity Testing
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ELECTRICAL

TESTING SERVICES
Global ETS offers a wide range of components testing from basic DC limited
functions to full DC/AC parametric testing at temperature. We are equipped
with a wide variety of state of the art testing equipment and our most powerful
proprietary “KALEIDOSCOPE” software allows us to accurately test all types
of devices with full traceability and component authentication testing per QTSL
(DLA), IDEA-STD-101, AS5553, AS6081, AS6496 and the latest AS6171.
Devices Family Includes:
• Digital, Linear, Memory, and MPU
• Linear IC, Op Amps, and Mixed Logic
• Microprocessors, DSPs, Microcomputers
• Memories, RAM, SRAM, DRAM, FPGA, ROM
• Discrete Semiconductors, Transistor, Diode, Zener, SCR or Triac
• Passives Capacitors, Resistor, Inductor, Magnetic, Crystal, Filters
• LVDS, LCD Screen Testing
• LED Luminous Intensity Testing
• JTAG Boundary Scan
We designed and produced all
of our PCB in house; this allows
us to offer expedited delivery
times, resulting in unsurpassed
service levels.
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UP-SCREEN

TESTING SERVICES
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV, JANS PER MIL-PRF-9500
With Global ETS high power discrete semiconductor automatic test systems,
we can test small signal and power semiconductor components in both
single and multi-device packages with a complete read and record for all
parameters. GETS can screen or up-screen wide arrays of devices including
Transistors, IGBTs, Diodes, Rectifiers, Bridges, Zener’s, Darlington’s, FETs,
MOSFETs, JFETS, SCRs, Triacs, Optos, Arrays, Small Signal, Power Devices,
Hybrid Modules, Dual, Quad and Octal.

Serialization Read & Record Data:
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RF COMPONENT
TESTING SERVICES

Global ETS offers
a wide range of RF
components testing
solutions in wireless
communications,
automotive and
aerospace & defense.
With our latest high-end
lab equipment and our
custom software, we
can accurately test and
record all devices.

RF Testing
Environment &
Instruments:
• RF Anechoic Chamber
• Network Analyzer
• Spectrum Analyzer
• Base Station Simulator
• Advanced Design System (ADS)
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EXTENDED MLCC
TESTING SERVICES

Extended Multilayer Ceramic Capacitors Testing
Due to the high demand of mobile phones and computer tablets, the demand
for MLCCs (Multilayer Ceramic Chip capacitors) has started to outstrip
the supply, especially for special MLCCs. This is particularly true for Class
I MLCCs with special specifications such as high voltage and frequency
stability, and for such stringent applications as automotive, military and
aerospace. Under this situation, the opportunity for counterfeit OEM and
replacement capacitors to enter the supply chain has reached a peak. This is
especially true as the majority of MLCCs have no marking and cannot easily
be distinguished from the outside, which gives unscrupulous vendors a lot of
opportunities for fraud.
Global ETS is a leader in MLCC testing with our multi-level proprietary
software development and processes.
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EXTENDED MLCC

TESTING SERVICES
Testing consists of the following:

(cont’d)

Cross Section

• Capacitance Measurement
• Test Frequency
• Dielectric Withstanding Voltage
• MLCC DC Bias Effect
• MLCC Temperature Characteristics Testing
• Insulation Resistance & Leakage Current
• Cross-section & Metallography
Effect of DC bias on capacitance for X5R:
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WETTING BALANCE
TESTING SERVICES

Global ETS offers the most accurate solderability testing via Wetting Balance
Testing, utilizing our Multicore Universal Solderability Tester (MUST) System
3. It is a high precision solderability tester for both surface mount (SMT)
and leaded (through-hole) components, as well as PCB pads and plated
through-holes (PTHs or vias) on bare boards. Capable of measuring down to
0.001mN with testing ability down to 0201 devices.
What are the differences between Dip and Look Method and Wetting
Balance Analysis?
The Dip and Look Method, which is widely used in process QA and
reliability monitoring, is a qualitative test process, i.e., judgment on whether
a sample passes or fails the test is based on the physical and visual attributes
that it exhibits.
Wetting Balance Analysis, on the other hand, is a quantitative test,
i.e., it measures the wetting forces imposed by the molten solder on the
test surface as it is dipped into and held in the solder bath as a function of
time and plotted. The plot starts with the wetting force being negative (nonwet condition), which rises until it crosses the zero axis of wetting force,
indicating that wetting has occurred. The time it takes for wetting to occur is
one parameter used to assess solderability. The wettability is influenced by
the type of metal or contaminants on the surface. It is often used in testing for
counterfeit parts, as resurfaced leads will react differently than new parts.
Want to learn more, please contact our sales team at (727) 807-7991.
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WETTING BALANCE
TESTING SERVICES

(cont’d)

Compliances:
• IEC 60068-2-69 [-20/-54/-57 Rev]
• MIL-STD-883 Method 2022
• IPC/EIA J-STD-003A
• IPC/EIA/JEDEC J-STD-002B
• EIA /JET-7401
• IEC 60068-2-20 and 60068-2-58
• IPC/EIA/JEDEC J-STD-002B

Wetting Balance Graph

• IPC/EIA J-STD-003
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HI-REL TINNING
SERVICES

Lead tinning has experienced a surge in popularity recently for many reasons,
even though the process has been in use for nearly 25 years. The original
need arose when the military decided that plated finishes – which are not
fused – were not suitable or acceptable for Hi-rel environments. The problem,
at the time, was that plated finishes were found not to be robust enough to
withstand oxidation encroachment to the base lead and could result in a
solder joint failure in the field. That process gradually diminished in necessity
over the years, but now it has come back for that reason as well as for others.
There are essentially five reasons for re-tinning:
• Convert Sn/Pb components to RoHS
• Refurbishing of “Legacy Components”: Removing the oxidized (plated)
lead finish and replacing with a fused intermetallic Sn/Pb finish
• Gold Embrittlement Mitigation: Removing the gold from the components
leads by “solubilizing” in molten Sn/Pb solder
• Tin Whisker Mitigation: Replacing the tin plating with fused alloy
• Convert RoHS components to Sn/Pb
We offer quick turnaround tinning services for all type of components
packages including: Through-hole, SMT, LCCs, SOs, PLCCs, QFNs, DFNs,
SOICs and QFPs.
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HI-REL TINNING
SERVICES

(cont’d)

The procedure for re-tinning components, from start to finish,
involves the following steps:
• Incoming solderability test using a wetting balance tester
• Careful handling and fixturing of the components
• Processing the components in a robotic lead tinning system using a double
dip process
• The first dip is into a cleansing bath of molten alloy to remove the original
coating, followed with a flux dip then a final immersion into a “clean”
solder bath for a pure eutectic or RoHS finish
• Post cleaning
• Visual inspection
• Final wetting balance test to assure best solderability
• Lot report documenting the details of the process
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FAILURE ANALYSIS
Pinpointing the root cause of a component board level failure can be very
difficult since there are many variables including environmental factors, type
of application, service life and pertinent design information and storage
and handling. At Global ETS we have developed a process that will not only
confirm if your component is defective but also the root cause of the failure.
While identifying the root causes and associated responsibilities of any failure
are the primary goals, the added value is prevention of future occurrences.
Our Failure Analysis Capabilities Include:
• Counterfeit Detection

• Silicon Testing

• Functional Testing

• Die Bump Short

• Failure Isolation

• Material Analysis

• Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis

Particle
Damage on
Silicon

Whisker
Damage

Die
Bump
Shorts

Thermal
Damage
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SEM & EDS

TESTING SERVICES
Global ETS offers SEM testing services with EDS analysis on Hitachi model
SU70 for imaging, and elemental analysis. The SEM uses an electron optical
system consisting of a series of electromagnets to focus and scan a beam
of electrons over the area to be imaged. Because the SEM illuminates the
specimen using electrons it can achieve magnification greater than 1000 times
that of a light microscope.
Specifications:
• 1 nm Resolution 15kV at 4mm Working Distance
• 800,000x Magnification
• Thermal Field Emission Source
• Remote Control Capability
• 3D Rendering and Metrology
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RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
TESTING SERVICES

At Global ETS, we also offer non-destructive chemical analysis by JASCO
NRS-4500 RAMAN Imaging Microscope, which can provide detailed
information about chemical structures, phase and polymorphs, crystallinity
and molecular interactions.
Specifications:
• Three laser wavelength 354nm/532nm/785nm
• High accuracy spectral resolution as little as 0.3cm-1 per pixel
• High spatial resolution with 0.1µm step
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COUNTERFEIT COMPONENTS
TRAINING

Is your company ready and equipped to provide customers with the
confidence and the surety needed when procuring electronic components
from a Non-Authorized source? Is your team of Inspectors/Buyers/Engineers/
Quality Managers well versed in the logistics and the advanced preparation
necessary to procure and then visually recognize substandard and suspect
counterfeit components?
In cooperation and partnership with ProSkill CTG, GETS offers a counterfeit
component workshop for those who want a better understanding of counterfeit
components, and the industry as a whole.
Businesses who benefit the most from our Training Program:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract Manufacturers
Original Equipment Manufacturers
Authorized Component Suppliers
Unauthorized Component Suppliers
3rd Party Test Companies/Services
Equipment End Users - Department of Defense

Highly recommended for the following job titles:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receiving Inspectors
In Process Inspectors
Supply Quality Engineers
Quality Managers
Component/Equipment Buyers
Sales Program Management
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COUNTERFEIT COMPONENTS
TRAINING

(cont’d)

Program Highlights:
• Counterfeit electronic component definition per SAE AS5553B
• Images of Military systems/equipment compromised by counterfeit electronic
piece parts
• Videos/Images of actual Suspect and Counterfeit electronic piece parts
• Counterfeit Component Prevention Process/Procedure Templates (ready to use)
• ProSkill CTG Counterfeit Component Inspection Check sheet
• Customer Furnished Material-Installation and Responsibility
• Images/videos of x-rayed Suspect Counterfeit internal Dies and Wire Bond/
Ball Bonds

Remarking
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COUNTERFEIT COMPONENTS
TRAINING

(cont’d)

Program Highlights, cont’d:
• Overview of the DoD adopted SAE Standards; AS5553B, AS6081, AS9100
and AS6171
• Overview of Military QPL and QML as reference tools
• Counterfeit Detection Inspection Checklist
• Solvent/Chemical Testing Information
• Military/Commercial-Part Markings
• XRF for Counterfeit Component Detection
• Bound Reference Manual with Counterfeit Component Visual Samples
• Portable High-Powered Endoscope/Microscopes Equipment.
• 60 Question Exam
• PRO-STD-001 Certificate Presentation

Sanding Marks
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VALUE ADDED SERVICES
At Global ETS we understand time is critical for our customers. As a result,
we provide a multitude of value-added services once component testing is
completed.
Services Include:
• Tape and Reel Services Large or small parts from 2mm-144mm pitch
with heat or PSA cover tape per EAI standard 481.
• Baking and Dry-Pack Many devices are moisture sensitive; with
improper packaging this can cause major issues for the end user. Moisture
induced interface delamination begins with the package absorbing
moisture from the environment, which condenses in micropores in polymer
materials such as the substrate, die attach and molding compounds.
During the PCB assembly process, when the part is exposed to high
temperatures associated with the soldering process, popcorning may
occur. We can eliminate these problems by baking and dry packing all
moisture sensitive devices prior to leaving our facility. All processes are
based on J-STD-033B-1.
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VALUE ADDED SERVICES (cont’d)
• Global Logistics Shipping globally
can be a nightmare if you do not
know the rules and regulations.
You can end up paying high taxes,
delayed shipments as well as have
your shipment confiscated because
of improper documentation. Global
ETS can provide a range of logistics
services and expertise that can save
you money, time and ensure proper
documentation, so your shipment does
not get stuck or confiscated through the
customs process. We have a network
of logistics professionals, spanning
the globe, ready to help with any
shipment you may have. Including
logistics office in Hong Kong and
our bonded warehouse in Penang
Malaysia. A global distribution
network is necessary to excel in the
global marketplace and Global ETS
provides that competitive edge without
the expense.
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OUR INNOVATIVE COLLABORATION
with The UNIVERSITY of SOUTH FLORIDA
Global ETS has partnered directly with the University of South Florida and
funds an ongoing research program that creates paid undergraduate positions
for students pursuing a Master’s Degree in engineering. The students are
engaged in a broad spectrum of activities, from chemical testing of electronic
components, to RF and microwave device testing and circuit and design/
fabrication, to the development of automatic test equipment software and
hardware. Students contribute to the creation and expansion of testing systems
as well, such as printed circuit board (PCB) pressure testing systems and an
integrated circuit lead coating/cleaning process. Students primarily work in
our Global headquarter facility, side-by-side with our tenured Global Industry
Engineering Experts and production personnel.
The collaboration between Global ETS and the esteemed College of
Engineering at the University of South Florida results in an open exchange of
next generation, shared intellectual capital, knowledge and unprecedented
access to on campus equipment and design tools, such as Solidworks,
COMSOL and ANSYS. GETS and USF partner on the characterization of
electronic components in the NREC metrology suite, whereby a Hitachi Su-70
SEM with EDS and a JASCO NRS-4500 Raman imaging microscope are used
to determine the authenticity of various components via morphological and
chemical analysis. This access supports numerous technological initiatives and
advancements within GETS Global organization as well.
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OUR INNOVATIVE COLLABORATION
with The UNIVERSITY of SOUTH FLORIDA
(cont’d)
The University of South Florida is an R1 doctoral degree research university
with an enrollment of over 50,000 students. Over the past five years, USF
has been the fastest-rising university in the nation, public or private, on the
U.S. News and World Report’s list of best universities. USF is an international
leader as well, and in 2018 they were the number one producer of Fulbright
Scholars in the nation, for two consecutive years. Together, Global ETS and
the University of South Florida, are paving the way towards the evolution
of the Global Components Testing industry as we continue to research new
testing methodologies to combat all forms of integrated circuit security threats
together.
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P: 1-727-807-7991 / F: 1-727-807-7992
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LongGang District, Shenzhen China
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